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we are in a time when the forbearance is perplexed. New empires are created and other become extinct. 

New business is formed, while others no longer exist. They say this is life and what goes up must one day 

come down. This is the law of the lord. I say that is true but we need to learn why. The law simply 

indicates that those who do unjust deeds will vanish and will be held accountable for their action on 

judgment day.  

                    We live in a time where violence corruption mischief and greed are dominating almost 

everything we see or do. Wherever we go we experience some sort of unjust act. We hear of prople 

suffering and other starving or having no shelter and we watch the corruption passing us by unitl it 

become normal and acceptable. What once was immoral becomes decent. What has happened, I often 

wonder? Will this change take manking to safety and prosperity? I do not think so. Is in the end of time? I 

certainly do not know. Do you? The one thing I am sure of is that we are out of balance  

              Change in inevitable, but definitely not the change that will lead to destruction and more 

materialistic gain on account of our values and principle. We need the change that takes humanity to 

safety and prosperity, not devastation and poverty. 

             This book was written as an attempt to contribute to the reformation process of how Muslims 

should do business and treat stakeholders-how Muslim should do business and treat their stakeholders 

how Muslims can be fair and firm in their business dealing. It is meant to improve our business dealing 

and get the reward we deserve in this life and in the life hereafter. I would like to see myself as conducive 

to the process of making a good change  

            I have divided this into three main parts. Part one provide an overall view of leadership and 

management in Islam, while part two focuses on the nine principle to prosperity. Part three on the other 



hand present the readers with a living example of what one can do to contribute to the process of 

prosperity. 

          In this book reader will realize that my style of writing is very concise and to the point not narrative. 

I simply do not like to burden readers with too many  words that I fine unnecessary or do not really add 

much value  

            Finally it becomes necessary for me to clarify that in this book I have recited many verses from the 

holy book of quran and from the prophet saying hadith in the English language. It is a known fact that 

holy quran an was revealed in the Arabic language not English so what you will read as allah or the 

prophet Mohammed blessing and peace be upon him said is actually the translation of the meanings.    

  


